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2021 EU & UK CYBERSECURITY  
COMPLEXITY STUDY TOP FINDINGS

Complexity is inherent to the cybersecurity landscape. 

Threat actors use sophisticated attack methods to in昀椀ltrate networks and steal data or disrupt services. 
Organisations run intricate hybrid IT infrastructures that lack a traditional perimeter. This convoluted infrastructure 
combined with more endpoint devices than ever connecting remotely to the network greatly expands your attack 
surface.

When complexity hinders the ability to detect and respond to incidents, adversaries have an easier time achieving 
their goals. Despite substantial investments in the latest tools, response times aren’t improving. High-pro昀椀le breaches 
continue to hit major organisations with alarming regularity. The shared challenge faced by businesses across 
industries and sectors is 昀椀guring out how to streamline your time to respond to incidents. 

This article reviews some of the most interesting 昀椀ndings from the recent 2021 EU & UK Cybersecurity Complexity 
Study hosted by ReliaQuest and ISMG. You’ll understand the main drivers of complexity in detection and response 
and get insights on some ways to reduce this complexity.

Security Con昀椀dence: Grounded in Reality or False Optimism? 

Enterprises in the UK and EU are con昀椀dent in their ability to respond effectively to today’s cybersecurity threats. Our 
survey found that 87 per cent rated their organisation’s threat response as average or above average compared to 
their peers. In the retail sector, 52 per cent of businesses rated their response as above average. 

The level of con昀椀dence organisations have in their detection and response capabilities contrasts with statistics 
that show the average time to detect a data breach is 212 days. This level of optimism indicates that organisations 
believe they’re doing the right things and making the right investments. The gap between con昀椀dence and reality 
shows that there are additional factors at play complicating threat response. 

What Are Today’s Primary Security Priorities?

Our survey requested enterprises to list their primary security priorities today. The top 昀椀ve responses were:

1. Meeting industry regulations and compliance 
2. Implementing security automation 
3. Consolidating tools to become more effective
4. Migrating to the cloud securely 
5. Implementing red team practices to improve resiliency 
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Regulations continue to evolve to better protect data privacy and critical services. New regulations emerge 
frequently—昀椀nancial services businesses in the UK need to prepare for compliance with recently announced 
operational resilience rules that come into force in 2022. In a world where the average costs of non-compliance 
exceed compliance costs by a factor of 2.65, it’s understandable that meeting industry regulations, such as GDPR, is 
the top security priority across industries.

An interesting regional variation in security goals emerged in Eastern Europe where more than double the survey 
average ranked tool consolidation as their top priority. Enterprises today deploy an average of 45 security tools 
on their networks. Our survey indicates that tool sprawl is a growing problem as organisations adopt increasingly 
disparate tools and technologies without integrating them.

Key Inhibitors and Enablers of E昀케cient Detection and Response

When asking organisations about the biggest inhibitors to ef昀椀cient detection and response, the four most common 
replies were:

1. The sophistication of adversaries and attacks - 60% 

2. Lack of skilled staff - 40%
3. Lack of visibility across disparate tools that are hard to integrate – 33%
4. Complexity of the security stack (too many vendors and tools) - 30%

Enterprises think that they simply can’t keep up with the pace at which adversaries evolve their cyber-attack methods. 
An interesting contrast with this 昀椀nding emerges when analysing the causes of some high-pro昀椀le recent cyber 
incidents:

• The Colonial Pipeline attack stemmed from a single compromised password that gave access to a VPN 
account.

• The HSE attack that brought down the entire IT infrastructure of Ireland’s public health system started when 
an employee clicked a malicious email link.

• A ransomware attack that put foreign exchange service Travelex into administration and resulted in 1,300 
people in the UK losing their jobs exploited a vulnerability in enterprise VPN software for which a patch was 
available for well over 4 months. 

Common to all of these attacks is that each one of them exploited basic security vulnerabilities rather than using 
sophisticated methods. Perhaps the issues in ef昀椀cient detection and response run deeper than having to deal with 
smart adversaries using complex attack methods. 

Respondents ranked automation (71 per cent), improved visibility (67 per cent), and additional staff (46 per cent) as 
the top three factors that could make the biggest improvements to their security operations. A point of intrigue from 
these responses is that two of the top three enablers—staff and visibility—mirror the main inhibitors—a lack of staff 
and poor visibility. Concentrating efforts on addressing skills shortages and getting better visibility may provide the 
foundation for more ef昀椀cient security operations. 

To further explore visibility issues, we asked organisations how much visibility they have in identifying the impact of a 
phishing attack. The survey indicated 28 per cent claim limited visibility across on-premises and cloud environments. 
The percentage of respondents claiming limited visibility for identifying phishing attacks jumps to 46 per cent in 
healthcare.
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The Main Causes and Symptoms of Complexity 

When asked about the chief causes of cybersecurity complexity, the top three answers were:

1. Too many tools that don’t integrate easily - 47%

2. Too many devices connected to the network - 43%

3. Cloud migration and digital transformation - 33%

Tool integration again emerges from these responses as a major security challenge. Managing endpoint devices 
is evidently another big driver of complexity. The dif昀椀culty in managing devices connected to the network has 
undoubtedly increased since the Covid-19 pandemic. As organisations scrambled to facilitate remote work 
arrangements, far greater numbers of personal devices connected to the corporate network, and organisations 
struggled to keep track of them. 

Having too many poorly integrated tools and struggling to manage endpoint devices are symptoms of a more 
overarching driver of complexity: visibility issues. Organisations have to be able to see the users, devices, and 
applications on their networks. Figuring out a way to improve visibility, such as by leveraging APIs to integrate tools, 
provides a solid starting point to better keep pace with adversaries. 

In an effort to glean further insight into the symptoms of complexity, we asked organisations about their security 
operational position (in-house versus outsourced): 

• 52% said they are split between in-house and the use of external managed services and/or outsourcing. 
• 41% handle nearly all cybersecurity functions in-house
• 48% of companies run their own security operations centre (SOC) while 27% use a third-party SOC
• The percentage of companies in healthcare and energy using a third-party SOC increases by 19% and 17% 

respectively

The 昀椀ndings indicate that businesses are turning to managed services to help reduce complexity, particularly in the 
healthcare and energy sectors. Using managed services can help plug security skills gaps and mitigate some of the 
issues in dealing with tool sprawl.  

Do The Latest Tools Help or Hinder Response? 

Investigating the main security tools and services organisations use to deal with cyber threats, the most popular 
answers were email security and gateways (73 per cent), SIEM (72 per cent), EDR (69 per cent) and data loss 
prevention (50 per cent). These responses indicate good alignment with business objectives and the current threat 
landscape:

• Email security solutions can combat phishing threats while data loss prevention tools help avoid dreaded 
data breaches and improve compliance. 

• EDR protects the endpoint devices that cybercriminals often target in a world of dissolving network 
perimeters.

Despite seeming to make the right investments, it’s clear from our survey that security tools pose complexity 
problems for most organisations. In fact, when asking respondents about the most concerning aspect of their current 
tool stacks, 30 per cent cited a lack of visibility into people, processes, devices, and apps from their tools while 24 per 
cent feel overwhelmed by too many alerts. 

Tools should streamline rather than add confusion to security operations. Instead of focusing on the latest tools, 昀椀rst 
take steps to address visibility issues. Leverage third parties to force multiply detection and response. 
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Popular Cybersecurity Investments for 2022 

We uncovered how enterprises plan to budget their cybersecurity investments for 2022 where 87 per cent said they 
expect to maintain or increase current funding levels for cybersecurity. In terms of fund allocation, the three most 
popular planned investments for 2022 are:

1. Cloud security tools - 42%
2. Threat intelligence - 36%
3. Security Orchestration and Automated Response (SOAR) - 33%

The high proportion of respondents wanting to invest in Security Orchestration Automation & Response (SOAR) 
re昀氀ects a desire to reduce the complexity of the tool stack and integrate disparate tools. SOAR platforms can help 
automate incident response work昀氀ows, which reduces detection times. 

When asking organisations about the objectives they hope to achieve as they plan for their 2022 investments, the 
top answers were improved visibility from a singular view across tools (28 per cent) and automation (24 per cent). 
It’s important to 昀椀rst 昀椀x the foundation and reduce complexity by unifying the tool stack before concentrating on 
automation. Adding automation to a uni昀椀ed tool stack gives your human analysts a far better chance of keeping up 
with the in昀氀ux of threats and attacks they face every day.

Key Takeaways to Reduce Complexity 

Putting the main 昀椀ndings from the UK and EU Cybersecurity Complexity study to action, here are three steps to 
reduce complexity at your organisation. 

Tool Consolidation

A clear trend emerges from this study that poor integration across disparate tools reduces visibility and complicates 
threat detection. Responses show that organisations want the latest features and functionalities to help speed up 
response times. However, the smart investment decision appears to be in 昀椀rst 昀椀nding ways to integrate tools to work 
harmoniously rather than seeking out the latest cutting-edge platforms. 

Automate

By unifying tools and improving visibility, you’ll take giant leaps towards reducing cybersecurity complexity. Adding a 
layer of automation on top of this simpli昀椀ed foundation gives your business a better 昀椀ghting chance of detecting and 
responding to threats in a timely manner and, above all, staying ahead of threat actors. 

Find the Right Talent

The human element remains a critical part of ef昀椀cient threat detection and response. If you lack in either quantity 
of security professionals or speci昀椀c security skillsets, managed service and other third-party partnerships can be 
veritable talent goldmines. Healthcare organisations lead the way here with 31 per cent planning to engage with 
managed services vendors (over twice the survey average). 

Only the full EU & UK Cybersecurity Complexity Study provides in-depth survey results with bar graphs highlighting every response to the questions we 
asked. The complete document also features expert analysis and insight from Martin Cook, senior solutions engineer in EMEA at ReliaQuest. Download 
the report today to get the full lowdown on cybersecurity complexity. 
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